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DUAL MODE ONTOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE  

RIEMANN HYPOTHESIS
1
 

 
Abstract. Dual mode quantum brain dynamics (QBD) is reviewed and examined ontologically, 

with special attention to consciousness, subjectivity and existence. The provenance of dual mode 

QBD is both ontological and epistemological: presence and trace. Quotidian and monadological 

ontological interpretations of dual mode QBD are compared. The monadological approach is 

applied to the Riemann Hypothesis (RH) regarding prime numbers. The prime numbers, 

Riemann’s nontrivial zeros of the zeta function and Being itself are closely connected.  

 

Foreword 

 

The idea that we are fundamentally quantum creatures in our functioning is one of the 

most intriguing ideas of our time. Not that the brain can be described more finely at the 

quantum level—a rock or a computer can be so described—but that quantum degrees of 

freedom are actually integral to brain functioning. For this idea, the immensely successful 
contemporary brain science has been “barking up the wrong tree.” Meanwhile the crucial 

quantum operations of a “cryptic brain,” as Jibu and Yasue (1995) say, have gone 

undiscovered, at least up until the first glimmerings in the late sixties. (See Fröhlich, 

1968, Ricciardi and Umezawa, 1967, Stuart, Takahashi and Umezawa, 1978, 1979.) We 

perhaps feel Kuhned out on “scientific revolution” but a quantum brain would be a 

paradigm shift if there ever was one! 

If brain functioning has quantum degrees of freedom, then it ought to be able to 

do very different things than a brain conceived as wet computer might do. Analogous to 

the way that 20
th
 century quantum physics was a revolution for common sense, quantum 

brain theory threatens revolution in the 21
st
 century against the common sense that the 

brain is a wet computer. (I am not talking about a fancier form of computation with 

qubits, currently under great development, but something amachinative and alogical. Cf. 

Penrose, 1994.) Dual mode quantum brain dynamics (Vitiello, 2001) opens up a way of 

understanding brain functioning which frees us from the computational Zeitgeist of 

contemporary technoscience, overthrowing Turing hegemony. If we are fundamentally 

quantum creatures, then our very existence might at last be consistent with, rather than 

divided from, the world of science.  

 

Introduction 

 

Umezawa’s (1993) proposal of an alter quantum universe has deep ontological 

implications. (See Umezawa (1995), Jibu and Takahashi (this volume) and Jibu and 

Yasue (this volume) for the historical development.) The quantum universe previously 

described by physics, in the first quantization of quantum mechanics (QM) and the 

second quantization of quantum field theory (QFT), is quite sufficient for dynamics. 

                                              
1
  I thank Giuseppe Vitiello for pointing out an error in my treatment (Globus 2003) of  the Hamiltonian 

difference between dual modes and misrepresentation of his model on this point, which is corrected here. 

Communications with him were most helpful in developing this article. 
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Umezawa enhances QFT with the addition of thermodynamical degrees of freedom, 

made possible by admitting an alter universe—a  “~universe” that serves as heat bath for 

our non~ universe. As Vitiello emphasizes (this volume), the two modes should not be 

considered independent since they are entangled in the common least-energy vacuum 

state. Thermodynamics and the open, dissipative, far-from-equilibrium living system are 

beyond traditional QFT. Umezawa’s ~universe gifts QFT with thermodynamical degrees 

of freedom, however, and so his quantum thermofield dynamics is applicable to the living 

brain. Whereas Umezawa posited the alter universe, it appears naturally in the dissipative 

quantum brain dynamics developed by Vitiello (1995, 2001). 

Umezawa (chapter 6) also achieved quantum description of macroscopic quantum 

objects (as envelope structures of coherent quanta), which is of great ontological 

importance. The macroscopic is classically present, unlike the unperceivable microscopic 

(“microscopic” in the quantum physics, not the biology, sense).  So the scale 

microscopic-macroscopic tacitly contains an ontological disjuncture, between unpresent 

microscopic and present macroscopic. Umezawa’s theory opens a way to heal this break 

by making the microscopic-macroscopic on the same (unpresent) dimension—

ontologically unbroken—which leaves the problematic of presencing open to new 

interpretation.   

Jibu and Yasue (1995, this volume) developed Umezawa and coworkers’ earlier 

theoretical formulation of memory traces into a full-fledged quantum brain dynamics 

(QBD) associated with consciousness. Vitiello (1995, 2001) extended Umezawa’s 

thermofield dynamics to a dual mode QBD, whose ontology is discussed here. I have 

shown elsewhere (Globus, 2003) that a form of dual mode QBD can be “thought 

together” with the postphenomenological philosophies of Heidegger and Derrida. 

 Section I gives an overview of quantum brain dynamics. Section II considers 

consciousness and subjectivity within the framework of QBD. Section III compares 

quotidian and monadological interpretations of dual mode ontology. Section IV makes 

the surprising suggestion that this formulation can be applied to the famously unproved 

Riemann Hypothesis. 

 

I. Dual Mode Quantum Brain Dynamics (QBD) 

 

Alter universe as default 

 

The alter universe is strange indeed. Umezawa denotes it with the symbol of negation, 

‘~’. This ‘~’ is not the negation we understand as no-thing, which already assumes 

objectuality in the reference to “thing.” Of course, our quantum universe also lacks 

objectuality but it readily collapses to the objectual on measurement, whereas the alter 

universe is unmeasurable, indeed, unknowable. This ‘~’ does not negate some-thing but 

annihilates objectuality altogether. The alter universe defaults our quantum universe, at 

addresses in relation to which “negation” and “thing” can never in principle be applied, 

even as a potential. Derrida (1981) calls such a default  a “re-mark.” A re-mark marks 

only an “address,” where the directly and indirectly knowable both default to an altereity 

ever beyond our ken.  

 This unknowable is more radically unknowable than Plotnitsky’s (2002, this 

volume), for whom the unknowable exists, though not in a form that is conceivable. 
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Nonetheless, the unknowable can be conceived via its “efficacity,” its effects upon the 

knowable. This is an indirect knowledge of the unknowable through its effects, in the 

time-honored fashion of physics. “Unknowable” in the present sense defaults our 

quantum universe to an alter universe forbidden to us in principle, only re-markable as 

the address of default. What exists is the re-mark, the address of singularity. The default 

as such does not even exist, only its address does. 

 

Between-two 

 

The only interchange between these dual universes of Umezawa is in the least energy 

vacuum state common to both of them, which functions as an ontological between-two, 

the vacuum state between of dual universes. Dual universes participate in the between. 

Umezawa develops “~conjugation rules” (7.2.2) that govern relations between dual 

universes in the vacuum state they share. One of the dual universes is our conventional 

quantum universe whereas the other universe is radically alter. Umezawa gifts ontology a 

wondrous between-two in the vacuum state. The most splendid of between-two states is 

when the participants belong-together, a peace in which the lumen naturale is lit and we 

find ourselves, ungrounded, thrown-ready-to-act, amidst a presencing world of 

affordances.  

 

Creation and annihilation dynamics 

 

Let’s follow the creation and annihilation dynamics of a shower of quanta losing their 

energy and settling into the non~ mode of the vacuum state (remembering that creation 

and annihilation dynamics are restricted only by the law of energy conservation). “The” 

vacuum state is misleading here … there are infinitely many interpenetrated (superposed) 

“theta-vacua,” which turn out capable of recording memory traces.  

We consider the case where there are already dual mode memory traces of past 

input invariances, called “symmetrons” since they preserve symmetry broken by past 

inputs. Dual mode symmetrons can be traced in the various theta-vacua. Let the input 

shower of quanta be a “reference signal” which repeats (or has been contingently 

associated with) a former signal that has been dual mode symmetron-encoded. Vitiello 

(2001) writes of this case, 

 
Then the excitation of a [non~] quantum A from the vacuum (its annihilation in the 

vacuum) corresponds to the creation of its “hole” in the vacuum, namely to the creation 

of the corresponding ~A mode, which may indeed occur under the external replication 

signal (113, brackets and ending italics added). 

 
Under energy conservation law, when the non~ mode gains some quanta, the ~mode 

must lose an equal number of quanta, and vice versa. The creation of non~ quanta 

corresponds to ~mode annihilation of quanta and an equal number of ~mode defaults. 

Alternatively, the showering of quanta into the non~ mode may, in the case of 

recognition, excite A-mode quanta already there to higher energy levels, effectively 

annihilating them from the vacuum. This must be accompanied by creation of an equal 

number of quanta in the ~mode of the vacuum.  
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Following out the story, when the excited quanta dissipate their energy and sink 

back again into the non~ mode of the vacuum state, then an equal number of quanta 

would be annihilated ~mode. Everything would be as it was before, before the 

recognition of the reference signal. No trace would remain of the re-cognition. The two 

modes are symmetrical. 

But the quanta excited out of the non~ theta-vacuum mode don’t settle into the 

same vacuum state as before. There is a new input shower of quanta that the just excited 

quanta settle with, falling into a new non~ mode of the theta-vacuum. This means that an 

equal number of quanta must be annihilated from the ~mode of that theta-vacuum. 

“Locally,” in a particular theta-vacuum there may be more quanta in one mode than the 

other, but globally, across all theta-vacua, the modes have equal numbers of quanta. (The 

Hamiltonian energy difference, H-hat, is zero when the dual modes match, and must 

always be zero globally.) 

Vitiello adopts the meta-physical stance that characterizes physical science. Here 

subjectivity lies outside of the dual universes with their creation and annihilation 

dynamics, so one can reflect upon both. Standing extrinsically one can comprehend dual 

universes and that the two universes are mirror-images. But metaphysics should not be 

allowed in this dual mode case. One quantum universe is ours—nontilde—and the alter 

~universe is unknowable. To stand meta- to both universes with “God’s eye” violates the 

nomological framework. We can never transcend our non~ quantum universe, only note 

its defaults that re-mark an unknowable alter universe. 

 

Dual mode and unimode memory traces 

 

One form of memory trace in the dual mode model—the  symmetron trace—is itself dual 

mode. Input coming into the brain breaks vacuum state symmetry—imposes difference 

on the undifferentiated—but under fundamental energy conservation law, the broken 

symmetry is conserved, in the form of massless dual mode Nambu-Goldstone bosons. 

The dual mode N-G trace preserves the broken symmetry specific to the input invariants, 

indeed, preserves over time a “total memory” (Jibu and Yasue, 1995) of all symmetry-

breaking input. (Since there are an infinite variety of theta-vacuum states, the vacuum 

capacity to form traces of unique orders is infinite. However, the traces deteriorate over 

time due to quantum tunneling (Jibu and Yasue, this volume). Vacuum states upheld by 

the living brain carry dual mode traces of past invariants in the input flux. Symmetry-

breaking invariance within the input flux from the surrounding reality is encoded in a 

vacuum state symmetron condensate of dual mode N-G bosons, where the condensate 

density is the memory code. 

There is a second and more functional form of memory trace than the dual mode 

N-G quanta that indiscriminatingly trace everything. This second form of memory is a 

unimode recognition trace, made when a new input to our non~ quantum brain universe is 

coherent with the dual mode N-G trace. (This includes contingent recognitions, where 

traces of “accidental” co-occurences become coherent in their contiguity, without the 

glue of invariances in common.) Traces of recognition are ~unimode. Our quantum 

universe is restricted to re-marking these recognition traces.  

Unimode tilde recognition traces provide an attunement for the vacuum state 

encounter with the non~ input flux. The more a re-cognition is repeated, the more heavily 
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weighted is its trace in the attunement. The non~ default re-marks the ~trace of re-

cognition. So dual mode quantum brain dynamics can also inscribe unimode recognition 

traces in the ~mode, which are only re-marked by the non~ mode as addressible self-

default.  

In Vitiello’s formulation of dual mode QBD, there are no unimode recognition 

traces, only dual mode total memory traces. The density of the boson condensates is the 

same in each mode. (In terms of the Hamiltonian, the energy difference between the dual 

modes, H-hat, is zero.) Density difference is allowed between the dual modes in 

particular theta-vacua, however, so long as across all theta-vacua, H-hat = 0.  

 

Time 

 

Vitiello emphasizes that the succession of vacuum states, where symmetry is broken by 

input invariances and traced dual mode, cannot be reversed to the original state of 

symmetry. This gives time its arrow. The dual quantum modes are mirror-images, the 

alter mode ~conjugate to our mode, symmetrical under ~conjugation. The theta-vacuum 

state encodes a “total memory” of all past inputs + present input, a total memory that is 

continually updated, while retaining the previous total memory in a different theta-

vacuum. Everything persists equally, unweighted possibilities for the match and so 

equally likely to make a match. The possibilities are symmetrical, all equally possible for 

a match with input, no favored possibilities, all carrying the same weight. 

In recognition the weights on the possibilities become a degree of freedom. The 

symmetry of equal possibilities is broken by the weights conferred in recognition. The 

more recognitions of some input the more probable that recognition. Whereas total 

memory traces bring difference, recognition traces have a different function. Without 

recognition, time would have its arrow but nothing would persist in time. Recognition 

breaks the symmetry of possibilities and differentiates out identities over time. Total 

memory traces difference and recognition memory traces identity. When input breaks the 

symmetry of the vacuum state in the formation of total memory, which gives time its 

arrow, the dual modes are symmetrical to each other. In the formation of recognition 

traces, however, the dual mode symmetry is broken, distinguishing identity, the self-

same, out of mere difference. 

 

Assignment of the subject 

 

The ~ and non~ quantum modes of dual mode QBD are no tweedledum and tweedledee. 

One of the modes works beautifully for all dynamics, and we are well accustomed to it 

for a century now. It is this mode that collapses to classical objects. The other mode is 

utterly alter. Umezawa, out of thermodynamical considerations, introduces an alter mode 

of universe. Intuitively, since the non~ mode of universe is all of quantum physics up to 

Umezawa’s innovation, we associate the non~ mode with the physical object and assign 

subjectivity to the strange new alter universe. But this is not Vitiello’s take, for reasons 

habitual to physics. 

Now quantum theory is specialized to closed energy systems. A thermodynamical 

system + its heat bath environment approximate a closed system, enough that quantum 

theory applies under suitable idealizations. Umezawa’s ~universe is conceived as heat 
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bath environment for our non~ universe. The heat bath is an alter environment. Sans heat 

bath there is only dynamics; for a quantum field theoretic thermodynamics of dissipative 

systems, a heat bath is required (Vitiello, 1995). The two kinds of heat bath 

“environment” should not be confounded. One is classical, the surrounding 

“environment” for a living system, and the other is quantum, the heat bath “environment” 

for our quantum mode, provided by an alter quantum mode.  

If we try assigning subjectivity to the ~mode—put the subject in the alter heat 

bath, indeed—much falls into place. We see now why we can never capture subjectivity, 

not because it is a different substance or a parallel process or a certain aspect or an 

emergent property, but because unreachable subjectivity is of an alter universe that 

defaults our own. We are unable to actually grasp hold of subjectivity because “it” is alter 

mode. We can bring subjectivity into the discussion obliquely, however, in pointing to 

the addresses of default. We can “re-mark” subjectivity but never objectify it. 

 

Control of the ~conjugate match and the result 

 

The living brain as open, dissipative, far-from-equilibirum system embedded in the body, 

specializes in control of the vacuum state. The living brain here has great advantage over 

silicon, in controlling its between rather than being its creature, like a computer is. The 

dissipative brain system hoists oscillating, spinning dipoles, whose least energy state is 

the vacuum state, and controls them. One source of control is the input flow from 

external world and the body, whose symmetries (invariances) constrain the match in the 

between. Another source of control is unimode recognition traces. The weights on the re-

cognition traces control the possibility of actualization. The more an input invariance has 

been re-cognized, the greater its weight and the more likely it will make a match and be 

actualized.  

What is controlled, then, is the specific ~conjugate match achieved out of the 

many possibilities. Weighted possibilities are offered to the match with the input flux. 

Input offers its current specific possibilities to the vacuum and weighted unimode 

memory traces offer past recognitions to the vacuum—and so the ~conjugate match is 

controlled by both present and past. The weighted possibilities to the match with input 

from the surrounding reality are a ~mode attunement based on traces of re-cognitions.  

The mathematical fruit of the ~conjugate match is real numbers, which are 

associated with presencing observables.  World appears in the ~conjugate match between 

reality and attunement … world is of the between. The lumen naturale lights up in the 

match disclosing world. Presence itself—Being—is the between of a ~conjugate match. 

All Being arises in the belonging-together of attunement and reality. 

 

Review 

 

I have been exploring some ontological implications of dual mode quantum brain 

dynamics. Our quantum ~attunement of superposed weighted recognition traces meets 

the flux of input from reality and in the ~conjugate match of the between: world 

presences, while unmatched possibilities are wasted, withdrawn to the unknowable alter 

mode. (This loss is the hallmark of a “general economy,” as developed by Bataille (1988-

1990).) In this formulation the presencing of world—Being—is not a (forgotten) 
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postulate, but is continually generated in the between-two by ~conjugate match between 

reality and attunement. Being is derivative, hoisted in the between of more originary 

duals, one of which withdraws from us unknowably. In addition to Being, dual mode 

QBD explains trace. Dual mode and unimode memory traces have different functions: the 

dual mode provides a total memory of all input and the unimode a memory of re-

cognition that breaks the mirror-image symmetry across modes. The provenance of dual 

mode QBD is both ontological and epistemological: presence and trace. 

 

II. Consciousness, Subjectivity and the Alter Universe 

 

Quantum physics and consciousness 
 

The relation of consciousness to quantum physics bears careful scrutiny. By and large 

consciousness is just assumed as an attribute of the observer, which allows the observer 

to perceive the meter-readings on which physics is empirically based. The attitude of 

physics is let somebody else worry about consciousness, while we jot down where the 

instrument arrow clearly points. This putting aside of consciousness has in fact not 

impeded the spectacular advance of physics. But once quantum brain theory enters into 

play, suddenly physics as neurophysics is in the vicinity of consciousness which can no 

longer be ignored. Suddenly physics by way of neurophysics has a stake in the 

consciousness it has blithely accepted in quotidian convention. 

 The dependence of quantum physics on the assumption of consciousness is shown 

by the Born postulate in QM. Born proposed that the complex numbered coefficients of 

the Schrödinger wave equation be brutely multiplied by their complex conjugates and the 

resulting real numbers then be interpreted as probabilities. The postulation of 

multiplication by the complex conjugate and the interpretation of numbers as 

probabilities works out famously, and so seems entirely justified. The world is surely 

there after wave function collapse on measurement—the Schrödinger equation just 

doesn’t give us the particulars—and so, it is usually thought, the probabilities are not 

ontological but merely epistemic. Quantum theory is only capable of probabilities of 

actual presences. For the actual happening, the conscious observer is required to rescue 

quantum physics from its dull statistical confinement, an observer whose consciousness 

has been taken comfortably for granted … until quantum theory nudged into brain theory 

and reopened the question of consciousness. 

 There have been noteworthy defections from this historical forgetting of 

consciousness. Early on von Neuman (1955) thought consciousness collapses the wave 

function. (See also Wigner (1962) and Stapp (1993).) Thus the fate of Schrödinger’s 

famous cat, made to be in a quantum superposition of dead and alive, is decided when the 

observer makes a conscious observation and collapses the superposition to one or the 

other alternative. (Otherwise the von Neuman chain of quantum states in the brain under 

unitary evolution of the Schrödinger wave function would merrily continue as a 

succession of quantum superpositions which do not presence.) So, von Neuman thought, 

it must be consciousness that collapses the wave function, brings the chain to an end by 

abrupt collapse. The measurement that collapses the brain’s wave function is by 

operation of consciousness. This view faded in quantum theory, since the wave function 

does not need consciousness to collapse. (Except under special conditions the wave 
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function will collapse on its own in picoseconds, by noise interference from outside the 

quantum system (Zurek, 1991).)  

 

Unpacking consciousness 

 

It is time to start unpacking “consciousness.” Vitiello (2001) is content with the 

conventional attitude of the physicist which does not problematize the subjective 

experience of the world. Subject and object are distinguished in classical ways. Thus 

Vitiello asks, “How do external inputs and stimuli become our subjective experiences 

(such as qualia)?” (126).  

 To take a conventional stance re consciousness is to inherit the mess of problems 

surrounding it. There remains conscious “subjective experiences”—now formulated in 

quantum terms—and external world. The classical  split between subject/object, 

immanence/transcendence, remains and so the philosophical load does not shift in this 

formulation. I instead equate the ~conjugate match to existential world-thrownness. (The 

“thrown” quality of existence is the ungroundedness of its brute facticity.) 

 Let’s go into the alternative stance in which “consciousness” is not of the 

between, but “world thrownness” is. For this understanding there is no consciousness of 

an external world, with the perplexing immanent/transcendent divide spanned by 

Husserlian intentionality (or in Heidegger, a spontaneous ekstasis). We simply find 

ourselves in the world, always already amidst pragmata, without prior ground and so 

“thrown.” Our existence is to be such. The ~conjugate match in the between dual 

quantum modes is existence as situated world thrownness. Situatedness is a ~attunement 

for the match with non~ input, the match in which we find ourselves thrown amidst the 

world, even including being thrown amidst laboratory apparatus, meters and all, reading 

them. In this case our situatedness is an attunement to perform experiments, an 

attunement which fits easily to the laboratory setting. 

 There is no problem of transcending the immanent to some transcendent external 

world in this formulation because the distinction is replaced by immanence and the 

illusion of transcendence (maya). It is all “immanent,” in a deeper sense,  monadological: 

no transcendence is required. (For a well-developed fundamental physics that is 

monadological, see Nakagomi, this volume and the references therein.) There are 

weighted interpenetrated possibilities of the ~mode—traces of weighted invariants that 

comprise a quantum attunement—and there is what belongs to those possibilities in the 

input flux from physical reality. Input in the non~ mode and ~possibility (recognition 

traces) belong-together and in that matching state of the between-modes world lights up, 

“phenomenal world,” with us ungrounded amidst it.  

 

Parallel world-thrownness  
 

So we conscious humans are lighted bubbles of world thrownness in disputatious 

parallel—all the rest is dual mode: our quantum universe and an alter universe that is a 

~mode abground. We are bubbles of experience, local quantum monads with dual modes, 

where the lumen naturale switches on in the mode’s between when the non~ input flux 

and the ~attunement, with its shifting weights, belong-together, make a ~conjugate 

match. In this match we find ourselves thrown, bathed by the lumen naturale … world 
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lights up and shows our journey in the vacuum state succession of belonging-togethers. 

We are groundless, our subjectivity represented by default in the conventional ground, 

thrown by the unknowable. The price for this adventure is that our belief in the homey 

world-in-common becomes radically transformed to the profound isolation of maya, and 

we find ourselves thrown in parallel worlds, lighted bubbles of scattered belonging-

togetherness against an unknowable abground.  

Loss of the quotidian world-in-common and appreciation of our profound 

monadic isolation are scary to contemplate. The term maya trips lightly from 

contemporary tongues—where maya is thought superficially to be a kind of 

misinterpretation, an illusory way of thinking to be thrown off so that true reality could 

show through to whomever “breaks the chains” of maya. But maya, understood more 

authentically, hides from an extremal abyss that defaults the knowable, for Heidegger 

“abground” (der Abgrund). For the present discussion abground is alter, a ~mode, that 

contravenes Heidegger’s arrogant dismissal of science, which he would “leave to its 

mania for its own usefulness” (1999: 108).  

 

~Mode and the subject 
 

Let’s equate ~mode to the subject and see how this move turns out. It is immediately 

clear that a subject who is tilde can never be part of our universe which is under non~ 

description. Science can never catch hold of the subject, referred to by “I,” as a matter of 

principle, since “I” escapes our universe—the one that experimental science studies—by 

defaulting it. “I” properly am  I
~
, and so not knowable, only re-markable, having an 

address that is annihilated.  

This ontological dualism of modes is much more economical than the dualisms of 

Descartes and Leibniz where there are two, interacting and parallel respectively. The new 

dualism is much effaced, less than two ontologically: a dualism of one and its own 

defaults, defaults that re-mark the alter. What is a distinctive subjective substance for 

Descartes, res cogitans, becomes here a mode of a thermofield dynamics that applies to 

open dissipative systems of the living kind, the most advanced form of which is a well-

functioning human brain.  

 

“I
~
” 

 

“I” properly refers to the ~mode attunement. “I am” properly means “I am attuned.” “I” 

am I~. What “I” am is a fluctuating attunement, interpenetrated possibilities with variable 

weights. I
~
 can never find itself present in the world because I

~
 defaults our quantum 

universe. However, a tight correlate of “I” can be found in the world, viz., the brain 

which “I” supervenes on. When the brain zones out under anesthesia, “I” go to. In 

Descartes there was a duality of interacting substances, mental and physical, but now the 

duality is between participants in a match, unpresent quantum modes that might belong-

together. “I” is just such that we know its address but all else lies beyond any objectual 

conception. “I” is “infinitely near,” as Sartre (1957) said, “so we can never encircle it.” 

“I” am right here in the dual mode formulation, right here at the address which locates 

default, but “I” am unknowable, defaulting. Here “I” finally denotes something that 
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science can properly consider. “I” is ontological, in the form of ontological default. “I” 

am addressible holes in our quantum universe. I am I
~
. 

 

III. Quotidian and Monadological Ontologies 

 

Suppose we accept Umezawa’s quantum thermofield dynamics and Vitiello’s 

mathematically formulated dual mode quantum brain dynamics. How is this abstract 

conception to be formulated ontologically? How are the equations to be interpreted with 

regard to brain and Being? The conventional interpretation is based in quotidian physics, 

which takes the “Being” in the title of the present book for granted, never problematizing 

it. (This “natural attitude” is guilty of Seinsvergessen—the forgetting of Being 

(presence)—Heidegger always complained.) The readings on meters can be observed and 

validated across scientific observers because the meter screen is actually “there,” 

presencing to observers. The good observer is conscious of what is actually there.  

 The methodology of physics eschews philosophical questioning and so 

ontological issues are elided. Thus for Vitiello “considering philosophical questions is 

outside the scope of this book” (125).  

 
I do not attach any philosophical content to the expression 

external world”. It is only used in a mathematical and physical 

sense: there are two interacting physical systems, the brain and 

the external world (whatever it is … ) (2001, 135).  

 

He sums up all the “hard problems” into one “very difficult question,” “What is the 

nature of the subjective experience of the world?” (126). But to speak unworriedly of the 

external world and distinguish it from subjective experience is already to take a strong 

ontological stance, one that is commonsensical. Anyone can see the external world before 

his or her nose and read its scientific meters. (Let the philosophers be “designated 

ontological worriers.”) The external world is never called into question. 

 
Of course, I am here assuming the standpoint of the physicist, 

not questioning the “existence” and “objectivity” of the 

external world (141). 

 

Empirical physics is based on conscious observation of meter-readings as an 

unproblematic part of everyday life, meta to physics, i.e., quotidian metaphysics whose 

ancient provenance is Socratic. Ontology might be avoided by pure experimental and 

theoretical physics but not when “subjective experience” enters into the discussion. 

Discord is expectable when the extremely uncommonsensical quantum theory is 

used to develop an extremely revolutionary theory of brain functioning, yet is supposed 

to match with an extremely conventional ontology. Whereas quotidian ontology seems an 

unlikely candidate to mesh with dual mode QBD, a monadic conception might be just 

crazy enough to dance with quantum field theoretic conceptions!  

Now in ontology it is crucial to keep the perspective clear. The physicist remains 

sanguine within the scientific fashion of standing outside the system under study—here 

outside the two modes. This is a metaphysical stance that allows one to view the dual 

modes equally and dispassionately.  But one of the modes is ours; the other mode is alter, 
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tilde, in principle barred to us. What distinguishes the dual modes is that one of them is 

ours and the other defaults ours. We can no longer take a meta-stance when it comes to 

describing our own brain. We must stand with one of the modes, the one that is familiar 

and successful, indeed, the only quantum mode here-to-fore, which has proved entirely 

sufficient for the dynamics of quantum systems. This mode can only be the non~ one, 

which has been sufficient for all of quantum physics up to dual mode ontology. Since 

“tilde” here means default, “our” quantum universe must be nontilde, containing defaults 

that re-mark the unknowable alter. (Our mode of quantum universe is riddled with 

defaults at addresses which re-mark the ~mode.) So a crucial difference is that Vitiello 

adopts a perspective meta to the dual modes whereas for me perspective is restricted to 

the non~ mode, leaving the ~mode unknowably alter.  

There is a certain tension in Vitiello’s (2001, this volume) formulation regarding 

how such terms as “consciousness,” “subjectivity” and “world” are to sort with dual 

modes and their between. It takes dwelling in terms and a careful reading to resist the 

enlightened common sense of science and discern the tension. Vitiello continually refers 

to the first person, subject and self on the one hand and the second person, Double or 

Sosia on the other hand. There is a “‘doubling’ of the self” (2001, 141). To sharpen the 

vocabulary, let’s stick with “Self” and “Double.” How are Self and Double to be thought 

together with dual modes and their between? 

For Vitiello the informational inputs from the external world are recorded in the 

non~ mode which is copied in the ~mode, the Double. The “existence” of the external 

world  

 
is the prerequisite for the brain to build up its own ‘subjective simulation’ of the external 

world, its own representation of the world (2001, 141). 

 

This representation is non~ mode and is copied in the ~mode Double. The ~mode is “the 

‘time-reversed copy’” of the non~ mode (141). 

 
In some sense, the unavoidable coupling with the external world is “internalized” in the 

dialectic, permanent relation with the double (141). 

 

Both external world and ~mode are “environments” for the non~ mode.    

So Vitiello sorts Self and Double with non~ and ~ modes respectively. 

“Consciousness” has “its manifestation as a ‘second person’ acting as the Double of the 

subject” (2001, 123). (Note that here consciousness sorts with the Double of the subject, 

which is inconsistent with the rest of the text and so presumably misspoken.) There is a 

“dynamical relation between the [non~] system A and its Sosia or Double ~A” (2001, 

141, bracket added). 

 
… the environment is “mathematically represented” as the time-reversed copy of the 

system. However, it is clear that corresponding to different subjects (systems) we will 

have “different” representations of the environment, each of them being indeed a “copy” 

of the corresponding subject (2001, 110). 

 

So the Self, non~ system A, represents the environment, and the Double, ~A, is a copy of 

A.  
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The non-tilde unveils  its Double and they conjugate in a circular (non-linear) 

recognition, each being “exposed” to the other’s eyes (this volume, sec. 5). 

 

Although Vitiello uses such terms as “unveils”—indeed, the book title (2001) is My 

double unveiled—he emphasizes that he doesn’t literally mean them. Properly, this is just 

a vivid manner of speaking. The dual modes are to be understood as physical and 

mathematical. “…I need to stress that the word ‘self’ is only used in the limited sense of 

mathematical nonlinearity” (2001, 140) and doubling has a “limited mathematical 

meaning” (141).  

 What happens in Vitiello’s between? Consciousness. “Consciousness 

mechanisms,” he suggests (sec. 5), “might be involved in the continual ‘trade’ 

(interaction) between the non-tilde and the tilde modes.” Consciousness is “grounded” 

(2001, 141) in the ~/non~ dialectic of the vacuum state. The dual modes are like actors, 

he explains, forced to act. “The ‘one’, the subject is the action, the play, their entre-deux 

[between-two]” (sec.5). (Note that the subject is no longer a mode.) The subject is the 

between-two of dual actions. Consciousness “basically resides in such a permanent 

dialog” (sec. 5). (Note that the subject and consciousness are not discriminated.) This 

dialog between the actor-modes is unavoidable, continual, fluctuating and reciprocal. But 

this is not much of a dialogue, as Vitiello sets it up, with no occasion for reciprocity, 

because the participants in the dialog are already in full agreement, being identical, since 

the ~mode copies the non~. What’s to say to one’s mirror image? The external world is 

represented in the non~ mode which is copied in the ~mode … which makes 

consciousness in their ~conjugate match a dull affair. 

 The monadological ontology has much more flexibility in this regard since the 

dual modes are no longer given as matching. The alter mode is rich with weighted 

possibility and our mode is rich with order from physical reality. A match is achieved 

rather than given. “Dialog” has the wrong connotation, two actors dialoguing, who by 

Hermitean assumption are saying the same thing. There is no dialog for the 

monadological version, however; instead there is a belonging-together of reality’s 

representatives and certain weighted possibilities. 

 Now, whether quotitidan or monadological in conception, there is a match in the 

between, whether the ~mode is a copy of the non~ mode or weighted possibilities for 

matching the non~ mode. Since a ~conjugate match is achieved in the between, the state 

of the match is described by real numbers which are associated with observables. Then 

the conscious subject cannot reside in the between’s match, since consciousness and 

subjectivity are not described by real numbers. The quotidian interpretation of the 

between turns out untenable. 

 For the monadological conception, the between is not identified with 

consciousness or subjectivity but with world thrownness, to which real numbers apply. In 

the between of the monadic quantum brain our world-thrownness continually lights up; 

our existence as world-thrown clears in the between. Beyond the monadic bubbles of our 

living brains with quantum field theoretic degrees of freedom is the unknowable and 

unthinkable (cf. Plotnitsky, this volume). These bubbles are in “post-established 

harmony” (Nakagomi, this volume). The monads sustain the illusion of a world-in-

common, maya, because they have been similarly tuned by local sociocultural practices, 
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and so when the input is by and large the same across different monads, more or less the 

same world lights up. 

 The claim that we are truly monadic beings is surely hard to accept, counter to 

every moment of our conscious experience of world and its affordances. If we are 

monadic, then the world is weird, unheimlich, sorceric, hoisted by each monad in 

parallel, hoisted in the ~conjugate match between quantum attunement and input 

invariants representative of quantum reality … we are monadic bubbles of disclosure in 

which we always find ourselves already thrown amidst our world. This position sounds 

silly to common sense (even more silly than quantum mechanics sounded when first 

proposed). But as noted above, the quantum revolution extended to brain functioning 

calls for revolutionary ideas about Being, too, and so the monadological ontology should 

be taken seriously.  

 

IV. Application to the Riemann Hypothesis 

 

Introduction 

 

The ontology of dual mode thermofield dynamics has been explored above. What we end 

up with finally is the between. This between, in the unique case where the dual modes 

make a ~conjugate match, is the case of lumen naturale which clears a presencing world. 

Being/presence is not originary but derived from a more primitive, never-presencing, 

dual mode dynamic of belonging-together. World appears in the particular success of a 

belonging-together. Different belonging-togethers, different worlds. Being is secondary 

here, contra common sense and empirical science, which takes its measurements 

unconcernedly.  

 This way of thinking is certainly unconventional. There is a dual mode upsurge 

that is primary and a monadic bubble lights up in the dual mode ~conjugate match. So 

bizarre is this conclusion, so “marginal” (attributed mainly to sorcerers (Castaneda, 1973, 

1974), who work the margins of socially acceptable reality), and even so terrifying is the 

monadic conclusion, there is a tendency quickly to dismiss this view as ridiculous.  

The productivity of this strange view can be assessed by application to the most 

outstanding problem in mathematics: proof of the Riemann Hypothesis (RH). Edwards 

(1974) laments toward the end of his treatise, “Riemann’s function,” 

 
One of the things that makes the Riemann hypothesis so difficult is the fact that there is 

no plausibility argument, no hint of a reason, however unrigorous, why it should be true 

(268). 

 
The present aim is to give some scientifically plausible hints as to why the Riemann 

hypothesis is true. Of course mathematical proof of RH is a different matter altogether 

but I shall try to point the way.  

 

Riemann’s Hypothesis 

 

It is perplexing to mathematicians that something so basic as the prime numbers appear 

to be only weakly ordered along the real number line. (An example of “weak” ordering: 

large primes are less densely distributed along the real number line than small primes.) 
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Riemann’s Hypothesis of 1859 is that the prime numbers are indeed most strictly 

ordered, if you know how to display them, that is, display the primes with Riemann’s 

strong geometrical intuitions, where the order comes out strikingly. Certain zero points 

that are related to prime numbers are all lined up neatly on a line called the “critical line.” 

Despite longstanding efforts (Derbyshire 2003, du Sautoy 2003), a proof that all 

“nontrivial zeros” of the Riemann function lie on the critical line remains elusive. 

Surprisingly, there appears to be a deep connection between RH and quantum physics.  

To appreciate how dual mode QBD is relevant to RH, a bird’s-eye view on RH is 

helpful. (Ontology suffers up close to the symbols.) The prime numbers are the atoms of 

arithmetic, divisible only by themselves and one. There is a certain zeta function 

grounded in powers of primes, due to Euler. Euler’s function takes a number as argument 

and converts it to exponents on a series of integer reciprocals. The function gives a value 

for each argument, b, of the zeta function. The equation for zeta of b looks like this: 

 

ζ(b)= 1/1b + 1/2b + 1/3b + ... + 1/nb + ... 

 

At b=1, ζ(b) is just the infinite harmonic series. For a more useful form of ζ(b) 

which utilizes the Euler product, all the denominators are prime numbers and addition is 

replaced by multiplication. That is, the Euler zeta function is a product of prime numbers, 

each taken to the power specified by the argument.   

 Riemann’s zeta function uses complex numbers as arguments and its values are 

complex numbers. The argument/value relationship was represented geometrically by 

Riemann. We imagine an Argand plane whose horizontal axis, X, is the real number line 

and whose vertical axis in the plane, Y, is imaginary. (See Figure 1.) This is the complex 

argument plane of the zeta function, a geometric representation of the complex argument 

put into the Riemann zeta function.  

Now there is a topography (not shown) on this complex argument plane, a third 

axis Z, which is the output of the zeta function, its “value.” Every point on the complex 

plane represents an argument, a complex number which is the exponent on the prime 

atoms being multiplied. The altitude of Z at each point of the argument plane is the 

output of the Riemann zeta function; the arguments are points on the complex plane and 

the values are the topography. There are certain points where the value of this zeta 

function goes (nontrivially) to “sea level” on the value topography—these are the 

“nontrivial zeros” of the Riemann zeta function.  

The nontrivial zeros all have one feature in common; they all have real part ½. 

The imaginary component varies. Geometrically, there is a vertical line in the complex 

plane at real part ½, the “critical line” along which these nontrivial zeros of the Riemann 

zeta function lie. The Riemann Hypothesis still awaiting proof is simply stated: All of the 

nontrivial zeros lie on the critical line. 

 

 IMAGINARY  

        AXIS        
               CRITICAL LINE              
                        x 

      30i             x         

                                 ARGUMENT PLANE 
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            0          ½         1 
                CRITICAL REGION                      

 
Figure 1. The argument plane of the zeta function is mathematically complex with real and 

imaginary axes. The first five nontrivial zero points on the zeta value topography are (roughly) 

located here at the crosses. The rest of the zeta value topography on the argument plane is not 

shown. These zero points lie on the “critical line” at real ½. The Riemann Hypothesis is that all 

nontrivial zero points lie on the critical line. 

 
It is of interest to inquire more carefully into the zeta landscape. Strictly speaking, 

the topography of the zeta landscape does not extend to negative real numbers but stops 

at zero. Mathematical tricks are used to seamlessly stretch out the negative reals. At an 

argument of one, the zeta function reduces to the harmonic series and its value diverges 

to infinity. For arguments greater than 1.0, the zeta function value rapidly decreases and 

boringly plateaus. So the “critical region” for the zeta function lies between 0 and real 1 

and all nontrivial zero points of the Riemann zeta function lie ex hypothesi on the 

“critical line” at real ½.  

The points on the argument complex plane can also be conceived as oscillations 

with amplitude, frequency and phase. Amplitude (“loudness”) increases as the location 

along the real axis increases and frequency (“pitch”) increases as the location along the 

imaginary axis increases. Metaphorically, all nontrivial zeros on the critical line are notes 

equally loud but differing in pitch. Yet the nontrivial zeros on the critical line are 

musical, harmonious, belonging-together. Notes on the critical line that are not at sea 

level are discordant. The “music” of the disordered primes on the real number line 

becomes the “music” of nontrivial zeros ordered to the critical line.  

The argument of the zeta function was for Euler real numbers and for Riemann 

complex numbers. Now we introduce non~ and ~ mode complex numbers. The argument 

of the zeta function now has dual modes and the zeta function values also have dual 

modes. So there are dual pre-landscapes sharing the critical region: a non~ prelandscape 

and an alter ~prelandscape, too, pace Umezawa. Our attention is drawn to points at sea 

level on the zeta landscape, the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function, all of 

which line up along the same imaginary line at real ½, the critical line within the critical 

region of the zeta topography that lies between 0 and 1 on the real axis. 

 Despite a reputation for purity, mathematicians use tricks all the time, such as 

constructing a negative real zeta landscape when the function doesn’t actually give one. 

There is another trick going on, a major simplification that has deep consequences. Recall 

that the value is a complex number like the argument, but the topography on the 

argument plane is real. How do you portray two dimensions on one? By the “shadow” of 
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two dimensions, just as our own three-dimensional body throws a two-dimensional 

shadow on the wall, with the shadow undergoing transformation as we spin. The 

argument and value planes of the zeta function both are complex planes but the 

topography is one-dimensional on the argument plane, a one-dimensional “shadow” of 

two-dimensional values. Information is lost in reduction of dimensions. What is lost in 

going from the complex value plane to its real line shadow in a mathematically 

convenient way is phase information. (Attach an arrow at each point of the topography, 

rotating through 360 degrees. The direction of the arrow represents the phase.) 

 So the values lie on a complex plane, as do the arguments, but we have only one 

dimension to represent values, the Z axis of the topography, whose X and Y axes are 

taken up by the complex-numbered argument. This is easily solved: Just multiply each 

zeta value by its complex conjugate. This gives a real number, called the “modulus” of 

the complex number, which occupies the third topographical dimension. 

 With this sketch of RH, put in a dual mode context, there are two questions that I 

shall consider. 1) Why are all the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function lined up 

on the imaginary line exactly through real ½? 2) What is the distinction between 

nontrivial zeros that lie on the critical line and the more numerous other points also lying 

on the critical line but above sea level?  

 Answer 1). As you increase from zero to real one, the loudness/energy increases. 

As already noted, in thermofield dynamics the total energy of the dual modes remains 

constant, so that if one mode gets louder, the other mode gets quieter. The only place the 

modes are equal in amplitude/energy is at real ½. So the critical line represents imaginary 

points where the two modes are equally loud, have equal energy, whether or not the 

points are nontrivial zeros. Most of the points on the critical line are above sea level and 

some of them are at sea level. What distinguishes the nontrivial zeros from the more 

numerous non-zeros along the critical line? That is the second question. 

 Answer 2). The dual modes may have the same energy and the same frequency, 

but be incoherent, out of phase. (This observation was swept under the rug in the ad hoc 

maneuver of multiplying the complex values of the function by their complex conjugates. 

The phase information on the imaginary axis of the value plane is wiped out.) The 

nontrivial zero points are points where the dual modes balance in phase, belong-together, 

whereas for all non-zero points the dual modes are imbalanced. Prime numbers, too, are 

“coherent,” harmonious. All primes belong-together and all nontrivial zero points, as 

points of coherence, belong-together too, which is unsurprising, since the nontrivial zero 

points lined up along the critical line are manufactured by a function of primes.  

In discussion of the prehistory of the Euler and Riemann zeta functions, the “sieve 

of Eratosthenes” (3
rd
 century BC) comes up. It is a mathematical technique for sieving 

out the prime numbers from the integers. The Riemann zeta function in effect sieves out 

primes in the form of nontrivial zeros. The nontrivial zeros represent the dual mode 

~conjugate belonging-together. All other points, whether off the critical line or nonzero 

points on it, represent dual mode incoherence.  

Nonzero points on the critical line are associated with phase difference between 

modes. (As noted in Section I, the dual modes may be locally—read points—imbalanced 

so long as globally—read across all points between successive nontrivial zeros—there is 

balance.) Consider the nonzero points on the critical line between two nontrivial zeros on 

that line. For the first of the nontrivial zeros, phases are balanced; the arrows at that point 
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for the non~ mode points to 12 o’clock and for the ~mode 6 o’clock. As we move to 

nonzero points moving up the critical line, the non~ mode arrow moves clockwise and 

the ~mode arrow moves counterclockwise, so that the phases are out of balance. When 

the second nontrivial zero is reached, the arrows again point to 12 and 6 o’clock 

respectively. So nonzeros on the critical line mean dual mode phase difference and 

nontrivial zeros on the critical line mean phase coherence and dual mode balance. 

Since the ~conjugate match between modes is associated with presence, the 

application of dual modes to mathematical thought links primes, nontrivial zeros of the 

Riemann zeta function and Being. If the present preliminary explanation of the Riemann 

zeta function proves tenable, then the productivity of the dual mode ontology will be 

striking, even enough, perhaps, to compensate for the strangeness of monadic Existenz.  

 

Afterword 

 

If brain functioning turns out to have significant quantum degrees of freedom which are 

not involved in quantum computation, then this would be a bona fide scientific 

revolution. The model overthrows the logos of metaphysics which still dominates our 

conception of the kind of beings we really are. Domination by logic is succeeded by the 

cooperation of belonging-together. Rather than mechanistic action, there is a dynamical 

welling-up of belonging-together, a spontaneous match in which we always find 

ourselves already world-thrown, ungrounded amidst the world of pragmata, in the 

~conjugate match of the between. Belonging-together underlies prime numbers, 

nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function, and Being. The extent to which statistical 

factors enter into the match is variable. If the ~attunement is sharply tuned—one 

possibility weighted heavily so its probability of actualization in the match approaches 

1.0—not much is left to chance. If the ~attunement is weighted for all invariants equally, 

then chance has its full opportunity.  

 The model developed here also gives a fresh account of subjectivity: I am I
~
. 

Subjectivity is not denied, vitiated, or mechanized but is given a new life—not as a 

substance or an action but as alter. I cannot be observed—the subject is “private”—in that 

I defaults the domain of public observation, yet takes action. I’s action is to participate in 

constraining the vacuum state match.  

If we are such creatures … spontaneous upsurges! … autopoietic and autorhoetic 

(self forming, self-maintaining and self-flowing), variably attuned monads … monads 

interiorly bathed in lumen naturale … then brain computation is only a pragmatic 

capability, not the whole story. Being/presence no longer need be a problematic forgotten 

by science but quantum brain theoretically understandable.  

If we are at heart such amachinative and alogical quantum creatures, we are 

ultimately “free” of complete control by our universe … left with some dignity, as poetic 

and spiritual beings … we Turing-incompatible I
~
s of an alter universe … empty 

addresses of default, where not-even-nothing is there … free of logos, epistemē and 

determinism … for each, our indominable harmonious sovereignty assured.  
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